Preferential adhesion maintains separation of ommatidia in the Drosophila eye
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Abstract

In the Drosophila eye, neighboring ommatidia are separated by inter-ommatidial cells (IOCs). How this ommatidial spacing emerges during eye development is not clear. Here we demonstrate that four adhesion molecules of the Irre cell recognition module (IRM) family play a redundant role in maintaining separation of ommatidia. The four IRM proteins are divided into two groups: Kirre and Rst are expressed in IOCs, and Hbs and Sns in primary pigment cells (1°s). Kirre binds Hbs and Sns in vivo and in vitro. Reducing activity of either Rst or Kirre alone had minimal effects on ommatidial spacing, but reducing both together led to direct ommatidium:ommatidium contact. A similar phenotype was also observed when reducing both Hbs and Sns. Consistent with the role of these factors in sorting ommatidia, mis-expression of Hbs plus Sns within a single IOC led to complete separation of the cell from neighboring ommatidia. Our results indicate mutual preferential adhesion between ommatidia and IOCs mediated by four IRM proteins is both necessary and sufficient to maintain separation of ommatidia.
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Introduction

Organization of cells into a specific spatial configuration requires selective cell adhesion. During development, homotypic adhesion has been shown to promote cell aggregation. For example, positioning of the oocyte within the Drosophila ovary and aggregation of blastomeres in the mouse embryo are controlled by cadherins that act through homophilic interactions (De Vries et al., 2004; Godt and Tepass, 1998; Gonzalez-Reyes and St Johnston, 1998). A similar mechanism in the Drosophila eye acts locally to regulate aggregation of
support ('cone') cells into a four-cell cluster (Hayashi and Carthew, 2004). On the other hand, heterotypic adhesion prevents cell aggregation. As an example, sorting of inter-ommatidial cells (IOCs) from multiple rows into a single line within the Drosophila eye is regulated by preferential adhesion, a situation in which overall adhesion between ‘unlike’ cells is stronger than that between ‘like’ cells (Bao and Cagan, 2005). Preferential adhesion of IOCs to ommatidia is mediated by Hibris (Hbs) and Roughest (Rst) through heterophilic interactions (Bao and Cagan, 2005).

Hbs and Rst are adhesion molecules of the Irre cell recognition module (IRM) family conserved from C. elegans to flies and humans (Fischbach et al., 2009). IRM proteins are involved in multiple processes during animal development. For example, the C. elegans IRM adhesion molecules SYG-1 and SYG-2 are essential for axon guidance (Shen and Bargmann, 2003; Shen et al., 2004). In vertebrates, Nephrin and Neph1 are homologs of Hbs/SYG-2 and Rst/SYG-1, respectively, and Nephrin and Neph1 are required for kidney and muscle development (Sohn et al., 2009; Tryggvason et al., 2006). In humans, mutations in Nephrin lead to Congenital Nephrotic Syndrome characterized by heavy proteinuria at birth (Tryggvason et al., 2006). In Drosophila, there are four IRM proteins identified to date: Rst, Hbs, Sticks and stones (Sns), and Kin of irre (Kirre, also known as Duf). These proteins are involved in multiple developmental processes such as myoblast fusion, axon guidance and cell sorting (Artero et al., 2001; Bour et al., 2000; Dworak et al., 2001; Ruiz-Gomez et al., 2000; Strunkelnberg et al., 2001). In addition, Rst, the founding member of the IRM family, is known to be essential for correct spacing of olfactory sensory organs in Drosophila (Venugopala Reddy et al., 1999) although the mechanism is unknown. Recently, it has been shown that two IRM adhesion molecules Sns and Kirre are involved in formation of a slit diaphragm-like structure in the Drosophila nephrocyte (Weavers et al., 2009; Zhuang et al., 2009), supporting the functional conservation of IRM proteins across species.

In the Drosophila eye, ommatidia are separated from each other by secondary and tertiary pigment cells—referred to here as inter-ommatidial cells (IOCs)—and mechanosensory bristles (Figure 1A-A’). Ommatidia represent the unit eyes of the fly. Within each ommatidium, eight photoreceptor neurons are capped by six glial-like support cells: four cone cells and two primary pigment cells (1°s). Separation of ommatidia is essential for fly vision, as the IOCs optically insulate each ommatidium (Johannsen, 1924). Cells in the eye derive from a common pool of precursor cells of epithelial origin (Garcia-Bellido and Merriam, 1969). The initial spacing pattern of ommatidia is established when the first cell type emerges in the third instar larva. This early step of patterning requires cell signaling mediated by EGFR (Baker and Rubin, 1989; Baker and Yu, 1997; Baonza et al., 2001; Spencer et al., 1998; Tio et al., 1994). The remaining photoreceptor neurons, cone cells and 1°s are subsequently and sequentially recruited into each ommatidial cluster. Once the ommatidial clusters are established, IOCs re-arrange from multiple rows between ommatidia into a one-cell wide hexagonal lattice (Figure 1A).

There are two conundrums regarding this morphogenetic process. First, IOCs are known to have a lower affinity to each other than to 1°s (Bao and Cagan, 2005). Despite their expected low affinity, IOCs remain contiguous to maintain separation of ommatidia. Second, IOCs are constantly changing positions as revealed by live imaging (Larson et al., 2008). Nevertheless, ommatidia are rarely found to be in direct contact during development and are not found in contact in the adult. How IOCs maintain IOC-IOC contacts to separate ommatidia during eye development is not clear.

Here we show that IRM adhesion molecules function redundantly in maintaining separation of ommatidia. Based on their homology to the mammalian proteins Neph1 and Nephrin, the four IRM adhesion molecules can be divided into two groups: Kirre and Rst represent the...
Neph1 group, and Hbs and Sns the Nephrin group. We show the two groups of IRM adhesion molecules are expressed in complementary cell types. Each of these two groups forms stronger inter-group interactions than intra-group interactions. Our results demonstrate mutual preferential adhesion between ommatidia and IOCs play a role in maintaining ommatidial spacing.

Materials and Methods

Drosophila genetics

RNA interference (RNAi) flies UAS-kirre-IR and UAS-sns-IR were generated for this work. y w hsFLP, UAS-nlsGFP and Act5C>y+>Gal4 UAS-GFP were provided by Bloomington Stock Center. Other flies used: UAS-rst-IR and UAS-hbs-IR (Bao and Cagan, 2005), UAS-rst (Reiter et al., 1996), UAS-kirre/duf (Ruiz-Gomez et al., 2000; Strunkelnberg et al., 2001), UAS-sns (gift of Susan Abmayr), UAS-hbs (Dworak et al., 2001), rP298-lacZ (Nose et al., 1998), Gal4–54 (gift of Liqun Luo), l(3)k05017/ Df(3L)W+X1 for the hid null mutant (gift of Nick Baker) and hsFLP MKRS (gift of Matthew Freeman). For the purpose of testing specificity of RNAi constructs, independent UAS-hbs-IR and UAS-rst-IR RNAi lines provided by the Vienna Drosophila RNAi Center (VDRC) were also used.

Construction of transgenes for RNAi

UAS-kirre-IR and UAS-sns-IR containing an inverted repeat (IR) for RNAi were generated following the strategy as previously described (Bao and Cagan, 2006). A 500-bp cDNA fragment of kirre (2505-2004) and 523-bp cDNA fragment of sns (1987–2509) were selected as target sequences. Transgenic lines were established by standard P-element mediated germline transformation. Multiple lines were isolated and all gave similar phenotypes. Except where noted, the following lines were used for this work: UAS-kirre [A202A1] on the third chromosome, UAS-kirre [D201A2] on the second chromosome and UAS-sns-IR [B103A1] on the third chromosome. Strong reduction of target genes was achieved by co-expressing a single copy of UAS-Dicer-2 (Dietzl et al., 2007).

Clonal analysis

Single-cell clones expressing a target gene were generated using a FLP-out technique (Basler and Struhl, 1994). To induce clones, pupae at 12 h APF were heat-shocked at 37°C in a water bath for 20 min.

Production of antibodies

The anti-Kirre antibody was raised in rats against the intracellular domain of Kirre/Duf (698–915 a.a.). The fusion protein containing 22 amino acids of an N-terminal His-Tag and the intracellular domain of Kirre was produced and purified from E. coli using the pET14b vector system (Novagen). Rats were immunized with 100 µg of purified protein mixed with Freund’s complete adjuvant and given six booster shots of 100 µg protein in Freund’s incomplete adjuvant at 2-week intervals thereafter.

The anti-Hbs antibody (AS14) was raised in rabbits using a peptide for the intracellular domain of Hbs (1083–1096 a.a.): AEPSNDDVYSKDDS. Immunization of rabbits was performed by GenScript Corp. (www.genscript.com).

Histochemistry

Immunostaining of the eye was performed as described (Bao and Cagan, 2005). Rat anti-Kirre (1:5000) and Rabbit anti-Hbs AS14 (1:2500) were generated for this work. Other primary antibodies used: mouse anti-Rst (Mab24A5.1, 1:100) (Schneider et al., 1995), rabbit
anti-Sns (1:300) (Bour et al., 2000), rabbit anti-Echinoid (1:2500) (gift of Andrew Jarman) and rabbit anti-lacZ (1:2000; 5 Prime → 3 Prime). Rat anti-DE-cadherin (1:20) and mouse anti-Armadillo (1:10) were provided by Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank at the University of Iowa. Secondary antibodies: Alexa 488 and Alexa 568 conjugated secondary antibodies (1: 5000; Molecular Probes); Cy5 conjugated secondary antibodies (1:1000; Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories). All images were taken using an epi-fluorescence microscope (Axioplan2, Carl Zeiss, Inc.). Images were minimally processed in Adobe Photoshop for cropping and contrast.

S2 cell culture and co-immunoprecipitation

S2 cell culture and co-immunoprecipitation were performed following the protocols as described previously (Bao and Cagan, 2005). Relevant proteins were immunoprecipitated using mouse anti-FLAG M2 agarose (Sigma). Primary antibodies used for western blot: mouse anti-flag M2 (1:3000; Sigma) and mouse anti-V5 (1:5000; Invitrogen). The secondary antibody used was goat anti-mouse IgG-HRP (1:5000; Cell Signaling).

To express proteins for co-immunoprecipitation, S2 cells were transiently transfected with appropriate plasmids. Proteins were expressed under the control of a tubulin promotor in CaSpeR4-tub, which was generated by removing EGFP from CaSpeR4-tub-EGFP (tubulin-EGFP) (Brennecke et al., 2003). The following constructs were used for cell culture: CaSpeR4-tub-kirre-3×flag, CaSpeR4-tub-hbs-3×flag, CaSpeR4-tub-rst-v5, CaSpeR4-tub-hbs-v5, CaSpeR4-tub-kirre-v5 and CaSpeR4-tub-sns-v5. To generate these constructs, a full length rst, hbs, kirre or sns cDNA was subcloned into pGEM-S1 (Bao and Cagan, 2006). The sequence encoding 3xFlag or V5 was then added in frame 3’ to each coding sequence. The whole sequence was then shuttled into CaSpeR4-tub.

Results

1. Separation of ommatidia requires Kirre and Rst

In an RNA-interference (RNAi)-based screen to uncover genes that functionally interact with rst we identified kirre, a gene known to act with rst in myoblast fusion (Ruiz-Gomez et al., 2000; Strunkelnberg et al., 2001). In the Drosophila eye, mild defects were observed when kirre alone was strongly reduced by RNAi (Figure 1B and supplemental Figure S1B-B’). Typically, bristle groups and IOCs were mis-positioned (Figure 1B) though ommatidia remained well separated as in wild type.

Reduction of rst activity, on the other hand, affected arrangement of IOCs, 1°s, and cone cells in a dose-dependent fashion. Moderate reduction of Rst by RNAi (rst-IR1 or rst-IR2) resulted in defects in positioning IOCs and bristle groups (Figure 1C–D; see also Bao and Cagan, 2005). Strong reduction of rst (rst-IR3) led to defects in organization of cone cells and 1°s as well as in IOCs (Figure 1E and Supplemental Figure S1G-G’). Although most IOCs sorted into single file, 19.1% of ommatidia were found in direct contact with a neighboring ommatidium (n=304 ommatidia; Figure 1E). A similar phenotype was also observed when independent RNAi lines (from the Vienna Drosophila RNAi Center) were utilized (Supplemental Figure S2A-A’), indicating that defects observed using these RNAi lines are due to depletion of Rst. Reducing both kirre and rst together significantly enhanced the patterning defects: 36.6% of ommatidia were found in direct contact with another ommatidium (n=424 ommatidia; Figure 1F). Further, IOCs showed little evidence of sorting into single file (Figure 1F). Therefore, Kirre and Rst act redundantly to regulate separation of ommatidia.

Rst is required for cell death in the pupal eye (Reiter et al., 1996; Wolff and Ready, 1991). Upon strong reduction of both Rst and Kirre, ectopic IOCs— arranged in multiple rows—
were observed between ommatidia (Figure 1F). This enhanced phenotype indicates that Rst and Kirre together regulate cell death and IOC sorting as well as ommatidial patterning. To test whether abnormal ommatidial patterning following depletion of both Rst and Kirre is due to an indirect effect mediated by apoptosis, we used a hid null mutant (Grether et al., 1995; Yu et al., 2002). In genotypically hid mutant pupal eyes, cell death is completely blocked (Yu et al., 2002). However in hid mutant eyes ommatidia were arranged in a nearly perfect hexagonal array as in wild type (Figure 1G), indicating cell death is not required for patterning ommatidia.

2. Kirre is expressed in IOCs

To further understand the function of Kirre in separation of ommatidia we examined the sub-cellular localization of the Kirre protein. Rst is known to mainly localize at the border between IOCs and 1°s (Reiter et al., 1996). A low level of Rst protein was also found in intracellular vesicles within both 1°s and IOCs (Figure 2A). Using an antibody specific to Kirre, we found Kirre protein co-localized with Rst on the cell membrane as well as in vesicles (Figure 2A). The expression patterns of Rst and Kirre also matched nearly perfectly (Figure 2A).

rst is mainly transcribed in IOCs at 27 h APF (Bao and Cagan, 2005). To assess the cell type in which kirre is transcribed we utilized the kirre reporter line rp298-lacZ, which expresses a nuclear LacZ readout of kirre expression (Nose et al., 1998). We marked IOCs with nuclear GFP driven by the IOC-specific driver 54-Gal4 (54>nlsGFP; Figure 2B). When co-expressed with 54>nlsGFP, rp298-lacZ was detected in IOCs (Figure 2C), indicating that kirre is transcribed in IOCs.

3. Separation of ommatidia requires Sns and Hbs

Sns is known to interact with Kirre during myoblast fusion while Hbs binds Rst during IOC sorting (Chen and Olson, 2001; Galletta et al., 2004; Bao and Cagan, 2005). To test whether Sns or Hbs is involved in maintaining separation of ommatidia, we reduced their activity during the stages of ommatidial assembly and IOC rearrangement. Mild defects including mis-positioned IOCs and bristles were observed when Sns alone was strongly reduced by RNAi (Figure 3A and supplemental Figure S1D-D’). Ommatidia were nonetheless well separated from each other as in wild type. Therefore, Sns is not by itself necessary for patterning ommatidia. Moderate reduction of Hbs by RNAi (hbs-IR1 or hbs-IR2) resulted in defects in IOCs and bristle group positioning (Figure 3B–C; see also Bao and Cagan, 2005). Strong reduction of hbs (hbs-IR3) led to defects in the organization of cone cells and 1°s as well as in IOCs, indicating that it has a prominent role in assembly each of these cell types (Figure 3D and supplemental Figure S1D–F’). Most IOCs sorted into single file and ommatidial spacing was not significantly affected. However, a few hbs-IR3 ommatidia—less than 4% (n=321 ommatidia)—were found in direct contact with each other (Figure 3D). Similar phenotypes were also observed when independent RNAi lines from VDRC were used (Supplemental Figure S2B-B’), suggesting defects seen in the eye using these RNAi lines are specifically due to depletion of Hbs.

Simultaneous depletion of both Hbs and Sns led to direct contact of 27.2% ommatidia (n=430 ommatidia) and complete failure of IOCs to sort into single file (Figure 3E). These phenotypes represent a strong enhancement of either knockdown alone. Further, these specific interactions between Hbs and Sns were also observed using weaker RNAi lines (data not shown). By contrast, strongly reducing either (i) Kirre plus Sns or (ii) Kirre plus Hbs led to only a slight phenotypic enhancement (Figure 3F–G). For example, when both Kirre and Sns were depleted, extra cells (‘cone contact cells’; Tanenbaum et al., 2000) were frequently found in direct contact with cone cell quartets. Depleting both Kirre and Hbs led
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to occasional IOCs in multiple rows between ommatidia (Figure 3G). In each case, ommatidia spacing was nonetheless nearly indistinguishable from single knockdown of either Sns or Hbs alone. Based on these results, we conclude that Hbs and Sns act redundantly to separate ommatidia.

4. Sns is expressed in 1°s

Both Sns and Hbs are expressed in the pupal eye (Fischbach et al., 2009). To further explore the mechanism by which Sns and Hbs act to separate ommatidia, we examined the sub-cellular localization of the Sns and Hbs proteins. Using a specific antibody for Hbs, we found Hbs protein was primarily localized at the border between IOCs and 1°s in a manner similar to Rst at 27 h APF (Figure 4A-A”). Also similar to Rst, low levels of Hbs were detected at 1°:1° as well as at cone:1° borders. Hbs protein was also found in vesicles in 1°s but not in IOCs; Hbs-containing vesicles co-localized with Rst in 1°s (Figure 4A-A”). Using a specific antibody for Sns (Bour et al., 2000), we found Sns co-localized with Kirre on the membrane and Sns and Kirre vesicles largely overlapped at 27 h APF (Figure 4B-B”). Further, both Sns and Kirre were found at the border between IOCs and bristle groups, consistent with previous reported localization (Fischbach et al., 2009).

hbs is known to be transcribed in 1°s and cone cells in the pupal eye (Bao and Cagan, 2005). Levels of Sns protein on the surface membrane were reduced when Sns was knocked down in individual 1°s but not within IOCs (Figure 4C-C”), indicating that sns is transcribed within 1°s at this stage. Therefore, Sns and Hbs are expressed in a pattern complementary to Rst and Kirre, the former pair principally in 1°s while the latter in IOCs.

5. Kirre binds both Hbs and Sns

To assess interactions between IRM adhesion molecules, we ectopically expressed Hbs or Sns within single cells in situ and assayed distribution of Rst and Kirre. Targeted ectopic Hbs was previously demonstrated to re-distribute Rst to adjacent membranes (Bao and Cagan, 2005). When Hbs was over-expressed in individual 1°s, ectopic Kirre was similarly recruited to the border (Figure 5A-A”), suggesting Kirre and Hbs function as a complex in trans. When a single copy of an sns transgene was over-expressed in 1°s, ectopic Kirre was found weakly at the border; two copies led to more robust recruitment of Kirre to the border (Figure 5B-B). In complementary experiments, over-expressing Kirre in single IOCs led to recruitment of ectopic Hbs and Sns to adjacent cell borders (Figure 5C–D). Similar results were obtained when Rst was over-expressed in single IOCs. Taken together, these results indicate that the four IRM adhesion molecules function pair-wise by forming complexes: Hbs/Sns in 1°s associate in trans with Rst/Kirre in IOCs.

To further assess direct protein-protein interactions we utilized cultured S2 cells. Direct interactions between Kirre and Sns and between Hbs and Rst have been reported in S2 cells (Bao and Cagan, 2005; Chen and Olson, 2001; Galletta et al., 2004). S2 cells were transfected with each construct separately; after co-culture, cells were lysed and co-immunoprecipitation was performed. Sns and Hbs were co-immunoprecipitated with Kirre (Figure 5E). In contrast, very little Rst was co-immunoprecipitated with Kirre (Figure 5E). Although we cannot exclude the possibility of intermediate factors in mediating interactions between IRM proteins, these data strongly suggest Kirre binds both Hbs and Sns in trans. Taken together, we conclude that these four IRM proteins form heterophilic interactions during ommatidial patterning (Figure 5F).

6. Hbs and Sns promote separation of cells from ommatidia

Our data identify all four IRM molecules as regulators of ommatidial patterning. We have previously demonstrated that Rst renders IOCs more adhesive to 1° than to other IOCs due
to heterophilic interactions with Hbs (Bao and Cagan, 2005). This observation raises the possibility that Hbs and Sns similarly render ommatidia more adhesive to IOCs than to ommatidia. To test this possibility, we used FLP/FRT technology (Basler and Struhl, 1994) to mis-express Hbs and Sns within individual IOCs.

When a single copy of a sns transgene was expressed in an isolated IOC, the cell retained its normal contacts (Figure 6A). In contrast, expressing a single copy of an hbs transgene within an IOC led to partial segregation of the hbs-targeted IOC. Typically, the hbs-targeted IOC retained contact with one ommatidium and was flattened against it but was segregated away from the second ommatidium by neighboring IOCs, suggesting reduced adhesion between the hbs-targeted IOC and ommatidia (Figure 6B). Interestingly, the neighboring IOCs were part of the larger IOC hexagonal lattice, which established across the hbs-targeted IOC as if it were part of the adjacent ommatidium (Figure 6B). Neighboring IOCs established abnormally large interfaces with the hbs-targeted IOC, suggesting adhesion between the hbs-targeted IOC and neighboring IOCs was stronger than adhesion normally observed between IOCs (Figure 6B).

Higher levels of hbs/sns expression, however, yielded a different outcome. Expressing both hbs and sns transgenes within a single IOC led to a newly emergent, striking phenotype: 41% of hbs/sns-targeted IOCs were fully separated from ommatidia with neighboring IOCs intercalated around all sides of the cell (n=48 clones, 5 eyes; Figure 6C). Surrounding IOCs maintained small interfaces with each other but larger interfaces with the hbs/sns-targeted cell, similar to the former's behavior with bona fide ommatidia. These results suggest that expressing Sns plus Hbs is sufficient to guide cells into establishing a novel ommatidial-like niche that is separated from nearby ommatidia.

The ability of hbs/sns-targeted IOCs to separate from ommatidia raises two possibilities. The segregation effect could be a direct result of the higher protein levels provided by the two transgenes. Alternatively, it could reflect a newly emergent property when Hbs and Sns were expressed in the same cell. To distinguish between these possibilities, we expressed two copies of a sns transgene in single IOCs; recall that a single copy had no effect on patterning. Upon expression of the sns transgenes, 52% of target cells were fully separated from ommatidia (n=60 clones, 6 eyes; Figure 6D). This result indicates that segregation of IOCs is correlated with the amount of Sns/Hbs proteins expressed within the cell: low levels did not significantly alter the sorting behavior of the target cells (Figure 6A), moderate levels led to partial segregation of the target cells from nearby ommatidia (Figure 6B), and high levels led to fully segregated IOCs (Figure 6C–D). This effect on cell sorting was specific to Hbs and Sns since IOCs did not segregate from ommatidia upon over-expression of the classical adhesion molecules E-cadherin or N-cadherin (data not shown). Drosophila E- and N-cadherin mediate cell sorting through homophilic interactions in multiple tissues including the eye (Godt and Tepass, 1998; Gonzalez-Reyes and St Johnston, 1998; Hayashi and Carthew, 2004). Failure of E- and N-cadherin to direct segregation of IOCs highlights the importance of selective adhesion within the eye field to segregate cells. Taken together, we conclude that Sns and Hbs are sufficient to promote segregation of cells from ommatidia in a dose-dependent manner.

7. Separation of Sns/Hbs-expressing cells is an active process

Our data is consistent with a model in which high levels of Hbs or Sns can actively segregate a cell or cell cluster from neighboring ommatidia. This view assumes, however, that emerging IOCs are initially found next to ommatidia and later move into their new niche. The alternative is that most IOCs are already segregated away from ommatidia early, and Hbs/Sns act to maintain their positions. To distinguish between these two possibilities, we therefore examined the pupal eye at 20 h APF when 1°s are emerging (Figure 6E). At
this early stage, 95.8% of IOCs (n=54 ommatidia, 4 eyes) were found in direct contact with at least one ommatidium (Figure 6E). We therefore conclude that most randomly generated hbs/sns-targeted cells were initially in direct contact with developing ommatidia and then were actively separated through the action of Hbs/Sns.

**Discussion**

In developing tissues, homotypic adhesion often drives cell aggregation. For instance, homotypic adhesion mediated by cadherins promotes aggregation of cone cells in the *Drosophila* eye, positioning of the *Drosophila* oocyte and aggregation of blastomeres in the mouse embryo (De Vries et al., 2004; Godt and Tepass, 1998; Gonzalez-Reyes and St Johnston, 1998; Hayashi and Carthew, 2004). Conversely, preferential adhesion mediated by heterophilic-interacting adhesion molecules promotes segregation of cells. In the *Drosophila* eye, for example, preferential adhesion mediated by IRM adhesion molecules promotes segregation of IOCs, leading to reduction of IOC:IOC contacts (Bao and Cagan, 2005). Nevertheless, IOCs do not fully separate from each other but rather they maintain a coherent hexagonal lattice, raising the question of how IOCs remain contiguous so that ommatidia are separated.

In this paper we show that preferential adhesion of ommatidia to IOCs plays a role in maintaining separation of ommatidia. In thermodynamics, adhesion strength corresponds to the work of adhesion (W) (Moore, 1972). We designate adhesion strength of ommatidia (specifically 1’s) and IOCs as W(o-o) and W(i-i), respectively, and adhesive strength between ommatidia and IOCs as W(o-i). Based on the preferential adhesion model (Bao and Cagan, 2005), IOCs have stronger adhesion to ommatidia than to themselves (W(o-i)> W(i-i)). In this paper we expand this initial finding and provide evidence that Hbs and Sns render ommatidia more adhesive to IOCs than to ommatidia (W(o-i)> W(o-o)).

Based on their homology to the mammalian proteins Neph1 and Nephrin, the four IRM adhesion molecules can be subdivided into two groups: Kirre and Rst in the Neph1 group, and Hbs and Sns in the Nephrin group. The IRM proteins of the Neph1 group are expressed in IOCs, and proteins of the Nephrin group in 1’s. Together with published observations (Bao and Cagan, 2005; Chen and Olson, 2001; Galletta et al., 2004), our results indicate that IRM proteins from one group form heterophilic interactions with proteins from another group (Figure 5E). Strength of interaction between proteins within the same group are much weaker (Figure 5E; and S. Bao and R. Cagan, unpublished). Therefore, IRM proteins prefer inter-group interactions to intra-group interactions. Rst has been shown to mediate preferential adhesion of IOCs to ommatidia through heterophilic interactions with Hbs (Bao and Cagan, 2005). The similarity between the two groups of IRM proteins with regards to preferred protein-protein interactions raises the possibility that Hbs and Sns mediate preferential adhesion of ommatidia to IOCs through heterophilic interactions with Kirre and Rst. Direct ommatidium:ommatidium contact upon reduction of either Kirre-plus-Rst or Hbs-plus-Sns supports this model (Figure 1, Figure 3).

Strong *in vivo* support for preferential adhesion between ommatidia and IOCs comes from mis-expression of Hbs and Sns in single IOCs. Here we refer to the Hbs/Sns-targeted IOCs as O’ cells: they retained most cell identity aspects of IOCs, and mimic ommatidia only inasmuch as they expressed Hbs/Sns. Accordingly, adhesion strength between the O’ cells and wild type IOCs is defined as W(o’-i), and adhesion strength between the O’ cells and ommatidia as W(o’-o). If adhesion between the O’ cell and ommatidia mediated by Hbs and Sns is stronger than adhesion between the O’ cell and IOCs, we expect the Hbs/Sns-targeted cells will remain attached to ommatidia (Figure 7). However, if Hbs/Sns-targeted O’ cells become more adhesive to IOCs than to ommatidia, these Hbs/Sns-targeted cells should...
separate away from all ommatidia (Figure 7). The observation that O’ cells do indeed sort away from ommatidia indicates that Hbs plus Sns render the O’ cell less adhesive to ommatidia than to IOCs (Figure 6C).

These results strongly suggest expression of Hbs and Sns is sufficient to render ommatidia less adhesive to other ommatidia than to IOCs. As a result, ommatidia form preferential adhesion to IOCs. To take into account preferential adhesion of IOCs to ommatidia (Bao and Cagan, 2005), we propose an ommatidia/IOC mutual preferential adhesion model to explain both local cell sorting and global ommatidial patterning: (i) preferential adhesion of IOCs to ommatidia promotes reduced IOC/IOC contacts; (ii) preferential adhesion of ommatidia to IOCs minimizes ommatidium:ommatidium contacts; both types of preferential adhesion promote IOC:ommatidium contacts. Altering this mutual preferential adhesion by manipulating the strength of cell adhesion is sufficient to lead to changes in both local cell sorting and global ommatidial patterning.

Although our results highlight the importance of preferential adhesion in maintaining separation of ommatidia, we do not exclude the possibility that homotypic adhesion also contributes to this process. Rst has been shown to form homophilic interactions in cultured cells (Schneider et al., 1995) and Hbs can form homophilic interactions in vitro as well (S. Bao and R. Cagan, unpublished). To dissect the potential role of homotypic adhesion in maintaining separation of ommatidia, further work is needed to more precisely quantify differences in interactions among the IRM proteins in vivo.
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Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1°</td>
<td>primary pigment cell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hbs</td>
<td>Hibris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kirre</td>
<td>Kin of irre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rst</td>
<td>Roughest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sns</td>
<td>Sticks and stones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IOC</td>
<td>inter-ommatidial cell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRM</td>
<td>Irre cell Recognition Module</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Kirre and Rst act redundantly in patterning ommatidia. Eyes at 42 h APF were stained with an antibody against either Armadillo (A–D) or E-cadherin (E–G). (A–A’) A wild type eye. Tracing of an ommatidium is shown in (A’); inter-ommatidial cells (IOCs) are pseudo-colored in green. IR1 and IR2 indicate expression of one and two copies of indicated RNAi transgenes, respectively. IR3 refers to expression of a single copy of a transgene together with Dicer-2. Expression of all transgenes is controlled by GMR-Gal4 in this figure. (B) Strong reduction of Kirre by kirre-RNAi (kirre-IR3). Single cells failed to be selected in vertices (arrows). Occasionally bristle groups were mis-positioned (arrowhead). (C) Mild reduction of Rst by expressing a single copy of rst-RNAi (rst-IR1). An extra cell is highlighted by an arrow. (D) Expression of two copies of rst-RNAi (rst-IR2). A single cell was not selected in the vertex (arrows). Cells were often found surrounding a bristle group (arrowheads). (E) Strong reduction of Rst by rst-RNAi (rst-IR3). Defects in cone cells (arrowheads) and 1°s (asterisks) are indicated. Two ommatidia in direct contact are highlighted by double asterisks. (F) Strong reduction of both Rst and Kirre. Defects in cone cells (arrowheads) and 1°s (asterisks) are indicted. Contacting ommatidia are highlighted by double asterisks. IOCs completely failed to sort into single line. (G) Ommatidial patterning in the pupal eye does not require cell death. In hid mutants, cell death was strongly blocked and cells failed to sort into single line (arrows). However, ommatidia were separated as in wild type.
Figure 2.
Kirre is expressed in IOCs. (A–A") Kirre (red) co-localizes with Rst (green) on the surface. Kirre also co-localizes with Rst in all vesicles (open arrowheads). (B–B") The Gal4–54; UAS-lacZ (54>lacZ) eye at 27 h APF was co-stained with anti-lacZ (red, left) and anti-Armadillo (green, middle) antibodies. Merged view is shown in the right panel. LacZ was detected exclusively in IOCs (asterisks). Arrowheads point to a bristle group from which lacZ staining was absent. (C–C") kirre is transcribed in IOCs as revealed by an enhancer trap rP298-lacZ. The eye was stained with an anti-LacZ antibody (red) and marked by 54>GFP (green). Space for an ommatidium is indicated by an asterisk.
Figure 3.
Sns and Hbs act redundantly in patterning ommatidia. Eyes at 42 h APF were stained with an antibody against either Armadillo (B–C), E-cadherin (A, D–F) or Echinoid (G). (A) Strong reduction of Sns by *sns-RNAi* (*sns-IR3*). Frequently, single cells failed to be selected at vertices (arrows). Occasionally, a cluster of cells was found surrounding a bristle group (arrowheads). (B) Mild reduction of Hbs by expressing a single copy of *hbs-RNAi* (*hbs-IR1*). A mis-positioned cell is highlighted by an arrow and a cluster of cells surrounding a bristle group indicated by an arrowhead. (C) Expression of two copies of *hbs-RNAi* (*hbs-IR2*). Single cells were not selected in vertices (arrows) and bristle groups misplaced (arrowheads). (D) Strong reduction of Hbs by *hbs-RNAi* (*hbs-IR3*). Defects in cone cells (arrowheads) and 1°s (asterisks) are highlighted. (E) Strong reduction of both Hbs and Sns.
Ommatidia in direct contact are indicated by double asterisks. Defects in cone cells (arrowheads) and 1°s (asterisks) are highlighted. IOCs completely failed to sort into single file. (F) Strong reduction of both Kirre and Sns. Single cells failed to be selected within vertices (arrows). Extra cells (‘cone contact cells’) were commonly found in direct contact with cone cell quartets (arrowheads). (G) Strong reduction of both Kirre and Hbs. Frequently cone cells formed abnormal configurations (arrowheads). Occasionally IOCs failed to sort into single rows (arrows).
Figure 4.
IRM proteins are expressed in complementary cell types. Eyes at 27 h APF are shown in A–B and an eye at 42 h APF in C. (A-A'') Hbs (red) and Rst (green) co-localize on the surface. Hbs also co-localizes with Rst in vesicles in 1°s (arrows). Rst is also found in vesicles in IOCs (arrowheads), where it does not co-localize with Hbs. A merged view is shown in A''.
(B-B'') Sns (red) co-localizes with Kirre (green) on the cell surface. Sns and Kirre vesicles largely co-localize (arrows). Sns and Kirre were also found at the borders between IOCs and bristle groups (arrowheads). (C-C') *sns-RNAi (sns-IR3)* was targeted to single cells (green, C') and the eye was stained with an anti-Sns antibody (red). Sns is reduced at the border when *sns-IR* is targeted to 1°s (arrowheads). D) Schematic representation of expression domains of the IRM proteins. Hbs and Sns of the Nephrin group (magenta) are expressed 1°s and cone cells. Kirre and Rst of the Nephr1 group are expressed in IOCs (green).
Figure 5.
Kirre binds both Sns and Hbs. (A–A’) When Hbs (green) is over-expressed in a single 1°, ectopic Kirre (red) is recruited to the border (arrow). (B–B’) Upon over-expression of two copies of a sns transgene (green) in IOCs, ectopic Kirre (red) is attracted to the borders (arrow). (C–C’) When Kirre (green) is over-expressed in an IOC, ectopic Hbs is recruited to the border (arrowheads). Note ectopic Hbs is not found in between IOCs (open arrowheads). An arrow points to a bristle group. (D–D’) When Kirre (green) is over-expressed in IOCs, ectopic Sns is recruited to the border (arrowheads). Note ectopic Sns is not found in between IOCs (open arrowheads). An arrow points to a bristle group. (E) Both Sns and Hbs are co-immunoprecipitated with Kirre. Lane 1, Hbs+Kirre; Lane 2, Sns+Kirre; Lane 3, Rst+Kirre. Immunoprecipitation was performed using an anti-Flag antibody.
Figure 6.
Sns and Hbs drive separation of cells from ommatidia. Eyes at 42 h APF were stained with an antibody against either Armadillo (Arm) or E-cadherin (E-cad) as indicated. Merged views in A–D are shown in A’–D’.

(A-A’) When a single copy of sns (green) was expressed in a single cell, the cell retained its normal position. (B-B’) Upon expression of hbs (green), two cells were separated from one but retained contact with another ommatidium. Wild type IOCs maintained small interfaces with each other (open arrowhead) while target IOCs established larger interfaces with IOCs (arrowheads). (C-C’) When both hbs and sns were expressed in a single cell (green), the cell was fully separated from ommatidia. Wild type IOCs maintained small interfaces with each other (open arrowheads) but larger interfaces with the target IOC (arrowhead). (D-D’) When two copies of a sns transgene were expressed in a single cell (green), the cell was fully separated from ommatidia. Wild type IOCs maintained small interfaces with each other (open arrowheads) but larger interfaces with the target IOC (arrowhead).

(E-E’) Pupal eye at 20 h APF. The eye was stained with an anti-Armadillo antibody. Emerging 1°s are outlined (E’). Most IOCs (white asterisks) are found in touch with at least one 1°. In the same area, an IOC (gold asterisk) not in touch with any 1° is highlighted.
Hbs and Sns mediate preferential adhesion of ommatidia to IOCs. Ommatidia (o) are shaded in gold and IOCs (i) in light blue. A single IOC targeted with ectopic Hbs/Sns expression (O’ cell) is highlighted in green. If Hbs and Sns make the O’ cell more adhesive to ommatidia than to IOCs (W(o’-o) > W(o’-i)), upon mis-expression of Hbs/Sns, the O’ cell should remain attached to ommatidia (Case I). Conversely, if Hbs/Sns render the O’ cell less adhesive to ommatidia than to IOCs (W(o’-i) > W(o’-o)), the O’ cell should be detached from all ommatidia upon ectopic expression of Hbs/Sns (Case II).